Job: Milliways Ventures

Want to hunt unicorns? Are you a rockstar python coder? Love to crack hard data problems and work on cutting edge machine learning techniques?

Come join Milliways Ventures: Their Rocketship project uses data science to find the next $1B company and is disrupting the venture capital industry in the process. They are seasoned entrepreneurs, inventors as well as investors and among the things to their fame. They are the inventors of Mechanical Turk, wrote the book on Data Mining as well as winners of multiple 10yr test of time awards.

You will work on large amounts of structured and unstructured data that are collected/crawled and build the system that will apply cutting edge ML techniques at scale with the objective of identifying the next Uber or Stripe.

Quals:
MS/PhD in CS, Math, Stats
Strong Python coding skills
Demonstrated Expertise in ML techniques

Summer internships available starting April. Location: University Ave in Palo Alto. More info: jobs@milliwaysventures.com